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Glorishears 

Fieldtown set dance for 6 
 
Concise version: 
 
Standard Fieldtown figures: 
    Foot up; half gyp; back-to-back; rounds. 
 
================================================ 
Chorus: All face up. 
 Top couple do "the thing," moving a big step away from 
partner. 
 Next couple do "the thing," moving a big step away from 
partner. 
 Last couple do "the thing," moving a big step away from 
partner. 
 Everybody do "the thing," moving back into the set. 
 Half hey and end facing down. 
 Repeat the same sequence (original tops, now at the bottom, 
begin). 
 
============================================= 
"The thing" is different for each chorus. 
 1st time - "Out and Up" - taking one step to the side (away from 
P), thrust outside hand Out (elbow height), then bring hand in and Up 
(not directly up, but swooping in like giant checkmark). For fourth 
time (all together), all use inside hand and step in to face partner 
ready for hey. 
 2nd time - "Bow + salute"  taking one step to the side (away 
from P), bow down, sweeping outside hand down and in as you bow. 
Then rise up, bringing outside hand in and out/up (about 30 degrees 
less than directly overhead). For fourth time (all together), all use 
inside hand and step in to face partner ready for hey. 
 3rd time: **Rainbows:  taking one step to the side (away from 
P), lift both hands directly over head, then sweep them down in arcs 
to end with both arms outstretched at full length (roughly shoulder 
height). For fourth time (all together), all repeat "rainbow", and step 
in to face partner ready for hey. 
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============================ 
 
The full sequence: 

 
Figure  Foot up. Foot down. All face up. 
 
Chorus Top two "out and up" with hankies [one bar] 
 Next two "out and up" with hankies [one bar] 
 Last two "out and up" with hankies [one bar] 
 All "in and up" to face Partner across set [one bar] 
 Half hey. 
 Repeat as above. [All face DOWN, the same people begin the 
sequence) 
 
Figure Half gyp. 
 
Chorus Top two "bow + salute" with hankies [one bar]  
 Next  two "bow + salute" with hankies [one bar]  
 Last two "bow + salute" with hankies [one bar]  
 All "bow + salute" with hankies [one bar] - use INside hand  
 Half hey. 
B2 As above. [All face DOWN, the same people begin] 
 
Figure Back to Back 
 
Chorus Top two **"Rainbows"  
 Next  two "rainbows" 
 Last two "rainbows"  
 All "rainbows" - stepping in toward partner, ready for 
 Half hey. 
As above. [All face DOWN, the same people begin the sequence) 
 
Figure/Ending Rounds. First half is normal. For second half, dance 
round and spiral in normally, then all face out and dance 4 Plain 
Capers to end the dance (exploding out to huge ring …). 
 
 
 


